
 

 

Fact Sheet 
 
At CVG:  

o Introduction to ThorDrive in early 2019. 
o Introductory ride in ThorDrive’s retrofitted autonomous vehicle to demonstrate AV viability. 
o CVG and ThorDrive began a mapping phase in spring of 2020 with a cargo transit van. 
o Mapping consists of an onboard camera array that capture and create a 3-D simulation environment. 
o Each driving event collects billions of data points to aid in building computerized learning scenarios 

such as obstacles, routes, and roadway conditions. 
o The resulting artificial intelligence is relayed back to onboard vehicle actuators that control steering and 

braking functions.  
o After months of data modeling and ongoing video image capturing for added system learning, 

ThorDrive’s vehicles are ready to operate in ‘driverless’ autonomous mode.  
o With any airport program, additional layers of safety are added to the vehicles to include a ‘kill switch’ 

capability while the vehicle is remotely monitored.    
o CVG and ThorDrive’s collaboration will continue to foster additional system learning in the complex 

airport operations environment in addition to those mentioned above. 
o ThorDrive’s mission to advance transportation aligns with CVG’s innovation verticals of Transport, 

Connect, Clean, and Secure. 
o Given an airport’s city-like features and functions, CVG presents itself as a model testing ground for 

smart-city developments and beyond.  
 

In Cincinnati:  
o ThorDrive has established its North American headquarters in downtown Cincinnati’s growing urban 

core and an office at CVG.  
o The company has 35 employees in Seoul, 11 full-time employees in Cincinnati including three interns 

from University of Cincinnati College of Engineering. 
o This also aligns with CVG’s efforts to connect startups with universities by design to retain 

talent, build upon the region’s diverse industry capabilities, and spur employment and 
economic growth.  

o The company intends to pursue startup funding for further development and deployment by pursuing 
interest from venture capitalists, other investors, and investment strategies. 

 
Background prior to CVG:  

o ThorDrive’s software technology and autonomous-driving capabilities are based on 15 years of 
research and development. 

o Preeminent leaders in the fields of AI and Autonomous Technologies at Seoul National University in 
Korea are the creators of the evolving AV retrofit system. 

o Their technology has proven to be precise, adaptable, and safe. 
o The technology has been real-world tested in complex urban environments, including Palo Alto, 

California and downtown Seoul, South Korea.  
o The system is continually learning over extended periods of time under varying road conditions 

including heavy traffic, narrow side streets, and weather conditions such as rain, snow, and ice. 
 

Non-Proprietary Technology Detail: 

o Phase 1 (mapping) = Three months followed by use case refinement, next phase scoping, and additional partner 

development opportunities, alignment, and deployment 

o Vehicle = Ford Transit Connect  
o Operation during mapping phase = One safety driver + One onboard engineer 
o Sensors = 14 after-market installed cameras and LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) 
o Onboard computing power = self-contained lithium ion to power AI computer and sensor systems; pre-cursor to 

deploying alternative fuel vehicles and reducing carbon emitting powertrains 

 


